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Expert Talk by Successful Innovators 
 

The Institution’s Innovation Council of  MSIT organized an enlightening event titled 
“Expert Talk by Successful Innovators” on December 8 ,2023 at 5 PM. The event was 
a unique opportunity for attendees to gain insights from our keynote speaker , the 
winner of the Smart India Hackathon’22 and the Indo-Africa Hackathon , Ms. 
Monalika Kapoor. She is currently working with Adobe. 

 
SPEAKER 

The Speaker Monali Kapoor , who did her B.Tech in IT from MSIT have won 
Indo-Africa hackathon and SMART India hackathon’22 shared her valuable 
experience with the students of MSIT. 

 

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS 

 The main highlight of the event was the expert talk by successful innovators 
who had won the Smart India Hackathon’22 and the Indo-Africa Hackathon.  

 Her experiences and insights were invaluable, providing attendees with a 
unique perspective on innovation and success. 

 The event was held online, with a Google Meet link provided for easy access. 
This ensured that interested individuals could attend the event from the comfort 
of their homes, thereby increasing the reach and impact of the event. 

 

INSIGHTS 

 The event was aimed to improve the awareness among the students on the 
importance of hackathon and coding contest , for all those who want to pursue 
a carrer in it . Monalika Kapoor is a winner of UIAH and SIH 2022 and 
undoubtedly provided valuable insights on it. 



 There was a healthy amount of discussion and interactions on the the smart 
India hackathons and the process of participating in it and the new 
opportunities it comes up with. 

 She shared with students about her work experience in Adobe , and one could 
create something from scratch . The USP and scales of the solution you can 
come up with. 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

The “Expert Talk by Successful Innovators” was a valuable opportunity for students 
and young professionals to learn from a successful innovator Ms. Monalika Kapoor ,  
insights were both inspiring and practical, and the event is sure to have a lasting 
impact on the participants. It was a significant event that provided a platform for 
sharing knowledge and experiences, fostering a culture of innovation and success. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 


